ABSTRACT. | Clarke and Foata have recently studied the k-extension of several Mahonian statistics. There is an alternate de nition for the k-Denert statistic that is derived in the present paper.
The inversion number \inv" and the major index \maj" are classical examples of Mahonian statistics (see M]). Another example of such a statistic is provided with the Denert statistic, \den", introduced recently (see Den] ) in the study of hereditary orders in central simple algebras. The statistics \maj" and \den" have two de nitions, one \natural" or more direct, the other one involving the notion of cyclic interval. The natural de nitions refer to descents and excedances, two other statistics that have ben extensively studied since MacMahon (see L, chap. 10] ). We rst recall the de nitions of k-descent and of k-excedance, as they were introduced in the work by Clarke and Foata CF1] ).
Let r, l, k be three non-negative integers such that 1 r and l + k = r. Let X denote the alphabet r ] = f1; 2; : : : ; rg equipped with the natural order of the integers. Call the letters 1; 2; : : : ; l small and the letters l + 1; l + 2; : : : ; l + k = r large. Also let S = S k = f1; 2; : : : ; lg and L = L k = fl + 1; l + 2; : : : ; rg. Let w = x 1 x 2 : : : x m be a word in the alphabet X and denote by w = y 1 y 2 : : : y m its non-decreasing rearrangement. Let 1 i m; say that i is a place of k-descent (resp. place of k-excedance) for w, if i 6 = m and x i > x i+1 or x i = x i+1 l + 1, or if i = m and x i l + 1 (resp. if x i > y i or x i = y i l + 1). The number of places of k-descent (resp. of places of k-excedance) in w is denoted by \des k w" (resp. \exc k w"). Clarke and Foata CF1] proved that \des k " and \exc k " were equidistributed on each rearrangement class R(c).
In their second paper CF2] they constructed a bijection of R(c) onto itself satisfying (des k ; maj k )(w) = (exc k ; den k )( (w)); where \maj k " and \den k " are two k-extensions of Mahonian statistics in the following sense. Let SPD k w (resp. SPE k w) be the sum of the places of k-descents (resp. of k-excedances) in w. Clarke and Foata CF2] de ned the k-major index, \maj k w," of w as maj k w = SPD k w: It would have seemed natural to de ne \den k w" as den k w = SPE k w, but SPD k is not equidistributed with maj k on each class R(c). However, the following inequality den k w SPE k w holds. Therefore, the natural question arises : can well-de ned predicates be found to characterize the (non-negative) di erence \den k ? SPE k " and then provide the \natural" de nition of \den k "? For k = 0 the question had been answered successfully by Han H] and the statistic \den k w" to be
Furthermore, the inversion number and the weak inversion number are k-updated as follows : inv k w =#f1 i < j m j x i > x j ou x i = x j l + 1g + #f1 i m j x i l + 1g ; imv k w =#f1 i < j m j x i > x j ou x i = x j lg :
The de nition \inv k " was introduced in an unpublished note by Foata F] . Clearly, inv 0 = inv (the usual number of inversions) and imv 0 = imv (the number of (weak) inversions, as already used in H]). Let i 1 < i 2 < < i e be the increasing sequence of the places of kexcedance in w and j 1 < j 2 < < j m?e the complementary sequence, i.e., the increasing sequence of the places of non-k-excedance. Form the two subwords : Exc k w = x i 1 x i 2 x i e and Nexc k w = x j 1 x j 2 x j m?e . The main result of this paper is the following result, a true k-extension of Theorem 2.1 (ii) in H].
G. N. HAN Theorem 1. | For each word w in the alphabet X we have :
For example, let r = 5, k = 2, l = r ? k = 3, so that X = f1; 2; 3; 4; 5g with the small letters 1, 2, 3 and the large letters 4 and 5. The following lemma already appears in Dumont D] . Lemma 2. | Let w be a permutation of X having the xed point z.
Then, the following identity holds : This result can be generalized to arbitrary words as follows. 
